
New RITE Touch Wireless Lock 
Solution for All-Glass Doors  
Helps Protect Valuable Video 
Production Office Space
Clear Online Video is a full-service video agency 
based in Phoenix, Arizona. The team at Clear 
Online Video is focused on providing customized, 
online video content and marketing strategies for 
driving online video distribution, search engine 
and metrics optimization, and social media 
engagement for their customers.

Anyone familiar with video production knows 
there’s a lot of very expensive, highly portable 
equipment involved: DSLR cameras, lenses, 
laptops, microphones, light packs, to name a 
few. Located within a modern hybrid shared 
office space, with common-use foyer, kitchen 
and warehouse areas, the managers at Clear 
Online Video wanted to tighten up security for 
their offices and production suites. 

“In the facility, there are five individual company 
spaces that share a large common area in the 
middle with a kitchen and other resources,” said 
Stjepan Alaupovic, Creative Director & Producer, 
Clear Online Video. “Each of the offices have 
very nice glass windows and glass doors. There’s 
an excellent trust factor among the tenants, but 
there’s a lot of visibility and a lot of common 
traffic throughout the building.”

Alaupovic and his team were looking for a 
solution to better secure their spaces during 
business hours. The facility has an alarm system 
and is secure after hours, but as employees are 
in meetings, out on a media production shoot, or 
even just out to lunch, they wanted an easy-to-
use, reliable solution that wouldn’t interfere with 
daily operations, or detract from the elegant, 
modern office decor. 

To meet the needs of this unique application, 
Alaupovic reached out to Russ Anderson, 
Product Training Manager for Adams Rite, who 
recommended the RITE Touch RT1050L surface-
mount, digital lock system, providing flexible, 
keyless access control for single or pairs of 

all-glass doors. Perfect for indoor applications, 
the easy to install surface-mounted RITE Touch 
RT1050 series combines elegant aesthetics with 
the latest touch screen technology, to harmonize 
style and security. 

“We’re very happy with the RITE Touch 
solution. The locks look great, and are 
working perfectly for us. They’re just 
what we needed.”
“With the non-destructive way the locks 
install, our landlord was happy with the 
installation. There’s no damage to the glass  
at all,” said Alaupovic. 
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